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Introduction and summary
After years of neglect, U.S. forest policy needs a reboot. Smart people have had
trouble seeing national forests for their immense untapped potential to energize
the U.S. economy sustainably. Rather than prioritize the restoration of forest
health, policymakers have prioritized the blunt exploitation of national forests
for timber sales. Meanwhile, voters have grown conditioned to expect little value
from national forests beyond a few jobs in the timber industry. The United States
has set an awfully low bar for national forests, which make up a full 30 percent of
the nation’s federal public lands, and with U.S. Forest Service resources so badly
misallocated, it is not even clear that existing dismal expectations for timber production are being met.
If policymakers focus in on forest landscapes for their unique attributes among
public lands, however, they can set aside the false choice between healthy ecosystems and a healthy economy and embrace both simultaneously to achieve an
expansive set of new values for all Americans. As assets, forests carry outsized and
unrealized potential to provide big returns to taxpayers in the form of new jobs for
rural communities, innovative new markets for wood products, big new investments in forest infrastructure, and a growing recreation economy, among others.
This report aims to illuminate common ground in a policy environment that has
been immobilized by unnecessary polarization. If policymakers on both sides
of the aisle can rethink and modernize the approach to managing these valuable
lands, all Americans will benefit.
The policy recommendations described in this report include responsible timber
harvest but also put the focus on forest restoration as a pathway to all kinds of additional positive outcomes, many of which would create American jobs, including:
• Attracting private investment in forest infrastructure
• Unlocking new markets for forest products
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• Spurring the powerful outdoor economy
• Providing greater access for hunting, fishing, and recreation across the country
• Protecting lives and property and saving money by reducing the risk of wildfire
• Providing clean water to communities at lower costs
These outcomes would be especially beneficial to rural communities hit hardest
by economic downturn and globalization.
At the present moment, however, U.S. forest policy remains fixated on delivering
a single utilitarian output above all others: timber. The U.S. Forest Service has
prioritized timber in recent decades for several reasons, including big timber’s
large influence in Congress and the Forest Service’s management by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, or USDA, which exists to support farmers—a culture
of industry servitude that naturally seeps into the management of national forests.
This narrow focus is holding the U.S. economy back.
The Forest Service has certainly placed a larger emphasis on ecological restoration
in the past 25 years, but the agency’s long-term focus tells a different story. Since
World War II, the measure of success for 193 million acres of national forests has
largely been the number of board feet they produce—even as timber markets have
increasingly moved overseas.1
Such a heavy focus on timber, however, was not the original intention. The National
Forest System was created in 1891 with the passage of a pair of laws—the Land
Revision and Forest Reserve Acts—that were solidly rooted in the need to protect
watersheds in order to prevent devastating floods and ensure reliable water supplies.2
Notably, neither of these pieces of legislation explicitly authorized the use or development of resources on reserved lands.3 Indeed, reserved forests were first placed
under management by the U.S. Department of the Interior to, in the words of thenInterior Secretary John Noble, “preserve the fauna, fish and flora of our country, and
become resorts for the people seeking instruction and recreation.”4
That didn’t last. Big timber’s influence on the Forest Service grew significantly
through the middle of the 20th century as the agency’s personnel and appropriations expanded. It increasingly began looking to foresters to help set policy, and
because revenues generated from logging shone brightest for appropriators, the
focus on timber narrowed over time.5
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Today, the Forest Service’s mission remains: “To sustain the health, diversity, and
productivity of the Nation’s forests and grasslands to meet the needs of present
and future generations.”6 And many within the Forest Service have tried to adapt
to modern realities and begin adopting a model that prizes a broader definition
of value stemming from healthy forests, especially in the years under the Obama
administration. But political pressure, Congressional inaction, and a constrictive
budget arrangement in the face of growing wildfire needs have so far kept these
efforts from affecting the broad-scale evolution required to realize new benefits.
Even timber sales function inefficiently in national forests.7
Put simply: Americans are getting fleeced by our current U.S. forest policy. It is
time for policymakers to change their thinking.
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The future of public lands policy
in a new political environment
As with almost every issue on the doorstep of the White House, it is hard to predict how President Donald Trump will approach public lands policy. His secretary
of the interior, Ryan Zinke, a former congressman from Montana, appears to be a
champion of outdoor recreation and opposed a provision in the Republican Party
platform that advocated for the sell-off of public lands. Zinke has been skittish
about tying human influence to climate change, however.8 Trump’s nominee to
lead the USDA, former Georgia Gov. Sonny Perdue (R), received timber industry
backing and is seen as a champion of logging interests.9
Some clues suggest that Trump may be friendlier to conservation than traditional Republican orthodoxy. In remarks in Field & Stream at the January 2016
Shooting, Hunting, and Outdoor Trade Show in Las Vegas, Trump appeared to
reject GOP proposals for transferring ownership of federal lands to the states:
“I don’t like the idea because I want to keep the lands great, and you don’t know
what the state is going to do. ... We have to be great stewards of this land. This
is magnificent land.”10 However, he later seemed to waver on this position after
being attacked by conservatives.11
Trump and his adult sons, Eric and Donald Jr., also seek to be authentic champions of hunters and anglers, which could signal openness to reforms in public lands
policy that provide greater access for recreation. At a recent media summit organized by the Teddy Roosevelt Conservation Partnership, Donald Trump Jr. said
that he wants to be a “loud voice” for preserving public lands access for sportsmen.12 He is involved with several hunting advocacy groups, including a lifetime
membership with Backcountry Hunters and Anglers, which works specifically to
protect public lands for recreation.13 Donald Jr. has promised to push his father on
behalf of sportsmen.
Backcountry sports are popular with white working-class Americans—many
of whom live in rural areas—who largely voted for Trump and will be a significant focus point for both the GOP and the Democratic Party moving forward.14
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According to U.S. Census data, hunting participation grew 9 percent and fishing
participation 11 percent from 2006 to 2011.15 Participation in both sports is concentrated and growing fastest in regions carried by Trump and other Republicans
in the election: Mountain, North Central, and South Central states. As outdoor
recreation seems to be important to his base, Trump would be wise to focus on
strengthening the outdoor recreation economy during his presidency.
On the other hand, Trump also specifically promised to increase timber jobs in
Oregon during his presidential campaign.16 It remains to be seen whether he will
keep that promise, but the Trump administration has already shown favor toward
big-money interests—especially oil and gas. Before he took office, Trump promised to roll back all of President Barack Obama’s major climate policies, and he
has remained committed to that goal.17 Trump’s closest associates and key cabinet
selections, including Perdue and Zinke, seem to demonstrate strong commitments
to extractive industries. The Trump administration has even taken steps to scrub
government websites of references to climate change.18
Based on campaign and White House statements to date, Trump’s attention as
president seems most concerned with the following priorities:
• Creating jobs for working-class Americans, especially those living in
rural communities
• Investing in the country’s “crumbling” infrastructure19
• Growing American businesses
• Reforming government to get a better deal for taxpayers20
Smarter forest policy would hit all four priorities and more: It would provide tremendous support for rural economies hit hardest by recession and globalization;
pave the way for cheaper and more sustainable natural clean water infrastructure;
spur new markets for forest products that create U.S. jobs in the timber industry
and beyond; and give business-minded officials a set of major new opportunities
for financial innovation and taxpayer savings.
This report makes the following recommendations for creating a smarter U.S.
forest policy:
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• Fix funding for fighting wildfires to address skyrocketing costs and boost
investments in fire suppression activities.
• Invest in natural infrastructure, such as forest restoration and
watershed protection.
• Create a rural resurgence by unleashing forests’ full economic potential.
• Open new markets through products sourced from healthy forests.
• Infuse transparency and local collaboration into forest management.
• Find ways to be more efficient and shift the U.S. Forest Service’s approach by
moving the agency under the U.S. Department of the Interior.
The bottom line is that Americans must demand far more from federal forest
policy. This report outlines a series of principles designed to guide policymakers
and administration officials who seek to turn U.S. forests into powerhouses of
economic productivity for all Americans, as well as deliver cleaner air and water—
without the need for new regulations.
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Fix wildfire funding
Since the 1980s, wildfires have become more frequent, hotter, and more intense,
especially in the West.21 The consequence of this trend is clear: The financial cost
of fighting wildfires is skyrocketing year by year with no end in sight. The public
health and safety costs of wildfires near American communities—such as salary
costs for thousands of firefighters—also add up quickly.
One might assume that the federal government pays for the worst wildfire
disasters the same way it funds recovery from other devastating natural disasters
such as hurricanes and tornadoes, yet this is not the case. Instead, the U.S. Forest
Service receives a rigid annual budget containing a set amount for wildfires,
defined by a formula and appropriated with no flexibility to draw down additional
resources in the case of an especially bad year. When fires rage, the Forest Service
must transfer funds from other critical programs to pay for fire suppression.
Now, however, every year is an especially bad year for wildfires, exacerbated by
worsening climate change.22 This means that the Forest Service must redirect a
higher and higher percentage of its fixed annual budget for fire suppression activities. In 1991, for example, firefighting activities required just 13 percent of the
Forest Service’s annual budget; today, fires eat up more than 60 percent.23
This backwards equation further compounds the problem by draining dollars
away from exactly the type of activities that would help prevent catastrophic wildfires in the first place—for example, vegetation and watershed management. This
area of the Forest Service’s work focuses on restoring forests to protect clean water
resources, limit the spread of invasive species, protect critical habitat, use healthy
forests for sustainably-harvested timber and other products, and more—all of
which lower the risk of wildfire. In 2015, $700 million was siphoned away from
these and other key areas because of the increased need for firefighting funding.24
Staffing resources have swung dramatically toward fire programs in recent years as
well.25 Other depleted areas of Forest Service responsibility, if fully funded, would
infuse rural communities across the country with job opportunities, access for
hunting and fishing, and more.26
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Put simply, robbing wildfire prevention activities to pay for wildfire response does
nothing to reduce the number of catastrophic wildfires. “The Forest Service is
becoming the Fire Service,” former Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack wrote in
an op-ed. “The problem will only get worse unless Congress acts to change how
wildfire suppression is funded.”27
Fixing how the government pays for wildfire management is—among other
things—a matter of commonsense fiscal responsibility. Less than 2 percent of
wildfires require 30 percent of the Forest Service budget.28 This staggering number
will decrease over time if policymakers can fix the problem and invest in preventing fires before they create massive damage, endanger public health and safety, and
produce enormous back-end costs.
Thankfully, Congress has options. A 70-member coalition, which includes several
industry groups, has presented concrete recommendations.29 The proposed fix
would involve treating the worst 1 percent of wildfires as natural disasters, similar
to catastrophic hurricanes, tornadoes, or earthquakes. Federal agencies would be
able to draw funds from a special disaster account dedicated to combating extreme
fires—freeing up the men and women of the Forest Service to get to work on their
many other critical responsibilities.
“It’s not often you see us and the Sierra Club on the same letter,” said one forest
industry leader who signed onto the funding fix.30 Indeed, the forest industry
largely supports a funding fix for a simple reason: Business benefits from a more
efficient Forest Service able to thin tree stands and lower the risk of major fires.
Congress should act on the recommendations of this coalition and give the Forest
Service the tools it needs to use taxpayer dollars responsibly, protect property and
human life, and rebuild America’s forests as an engine to support rural communities rather than endangering them.
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Invest in natural infrastructure
The Trump administration has promised to push for a large infrastructure bill
early on—a proposal that is being met with some resistance among Republicans
hesitant to approve new spending.31 However, infrastructure investment also represents a rare area of bipartisan support during a period of historic divisiveness in
U.S. politics. Real near-term momentum on this issue could be possible.32
Access to clean drinking water is one such infrastructure area in which
Republicans and Democrats could collaborate. Especially in the West, where more
and more land is being developed, clean drinking water is an economic imperative.33 Conveyance and filtration systems that are used to capture, clean, and move
public drinking water are nearing their life expectancy across the country; replacing them could cost more than $1 trillion over the next 25 years.34
Instead of building new water treatment plants, legislators should look to
improve existing natural infrastructure to deliver clean water to communities at
significantly less cost. Although protecting water quality was a founding reason
for the creation of the Forest Service, many people today do not realize the role
that forests play in ensuring and delivering clean drinking water. Twenty percent
of America’s drinking water originates in national forests and reaches at least
124 million Americans.35
Restoring forests helps improve water quality and quantity, increase crop yields,
reduce flooding, and improve resilience—among all kinds of other benefits.36
Natural, or “green,” infrastructure projects, which include planting trees and
restoring watersheds rather than building new water treatment facilities, save public and private money.37 Furthermore, forest restoration can be done more quickly
and cost-effectively than building conventional “gray” infrastructure, which must
be rebuilt over and over again; it also results in decreased regulatory risks and
lower operations and maintenance costs.
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Public-private natural infrastructure projects are already gaining traction in several
cities. For example, in Denver, the city’s water utility recognized a shared interest with the Forest Service in forest restoration and entered into an innovative
partnership in which Denver Water will match the government’s $16.5 million
investment in forest restoration and watershed protection activities over five years
in watershed areas vital to Denver’s threatened water supply.38 Meanwhile, global
investments in watershed protection grew 11.8 percent on average from 2013 to
2015, reaching $25 billion in 2015.39
Successfully adding natural infrastructure to the nation’s infrastructure solutions
toolkit may require applying conventional infrastructure measures to develop a
better understanding of budgetary costs and benefits—but in doing so, the returns
are becoming clear. Seven cities in the United States avoided between $725,000
and $300 million in annual water treatment costs and between $25 million and $6
billion in capital costs by making investments to protect and manage watersheds
providing water supplies to cities.40
Of course, forest restoration delivers many other values as well, including recreation opportunities, wildlife habitat protection, rural income drivers, avoided
costs of firefighting, avoided damage to homes from fire and post-fire flooding,
carbon sequestration, regional climate adaptation, and more.
If Congress were to put its weight behind natural infrastructure as part of a
broader infrastructure bill, not only would it lower the cost of the overall package,
but it would also leverage the country’s national forests to send a wide range of
benefits to America’s rural communities hit hardest by economic downturn and
globalization. Investments in natural resources show higher job-creation potential—about 20 jobs per $1 million invested in recreation and up to 33 jobs per $1
million invested in environmental restoration—than comparable investments in
other sectors, including energy, transportation, and water management.41
The Forest Service’s 2012 Planning Rule laid the groundwork to better value and
protect ecosystem services on 193 million acres of national forests.42 In 2015, the
Obama administration issued guidance to federal agencies to incorporate natural
infrastructure into decision-making.43 California and other states have also formally recognized forests as water infrastructure.44
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FIGURE 1

Number of direct and indirect jobs created
per $1 million invested, by sector
Investments in natural resource management—including restoration and
recreation—create more jobs than investments in other infrastructure
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Sources: U.S. Department of the Interior, The Department of the Interior’s Economic Contributions – Fiscal Year 2011 (2012), available at
https://www.doi.gov/sites/doi.gov/files/migrated/ppa/upload/2011-Econ-Report-FINAL-07_09_2012.pdf; Todd K. BenDor and others,
"Defining and evaluating the ecological restoration economy," Restoration Ecology 23 (3) (2015): 209–219, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/rec.12206; Robert Pollin, James Heintz, and Heidi Garrett-Peltier, "How Infrastructure Investments Support the U.S.
Economy: Employment, Productivity and Growth" (Amherst: Political Economy Research Institute, University of Massachusetts Amherst,
2009), available at http://www.peri.umass.edu/publication/item/295-how-infrastructure-investments-support-the-u-s-economy.
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Ideas to promote natural infrastructure investment
By incorporating innovative approaches to natural in-

Promote participating agreements with cities

frastructure into an infrastructure bill, Congress could

and utilities that incentivize restoration activi-

not only cut costs and create rural jobs but also pave

ties on National Forest land. Investments in wa-

the way for creative ideas to bring private finance to

tershed protection are growing, but are limited by the

the table. Such innovation would additionally reduce

availability of partners and suitable projects. Legisla-

the burden on taxpayers for infrastructure improve-

tion such as the Wyden Amendment has helped pro-

ments. A few ideas include:

mote watershed-focused projects, and interest from
private investors is starting to take shape in the form

Establish a federal credit assistance program

of new financing—called forest resilience bonds—

to fund watershed restoration projects, similar

that attract private capital through “pay-for-perfor-

to the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Inno-

mance” agreements. Pay-for-performance agreements

vation Act.45 This plan would allow smaller towns and

share risk between utilities and private investors,

cities that may otherwise not have access to capital

encouraging investors to pay upfront restoration costs

to engage in their own forest infrastructure proj-

and saving public funds by rewarding investors based

ects—expanding the benefits further to forest-edge

on the measurable environmental gains at the end

communities most in need of an economic boost.

of the bond. Encouraging these partnerships with
municipalities and utilities delivers better water and

Create a green infrastructure bank to provide

rural jobs in the restoration economy.

debt financing to forest watershed restoration
projects and other types of natural infrastruc-

Encourage targeted investments that protect

ture. Unlike state revolving funds, which traditionally

water for communities who depend on nation-

provide loans for water infrastructure improvements

al forest land. The Forest Service’s 2012 planning

and have relatively strict limitations on the level of

rule and the Forests to Faucets program highlight

risk they can accept, a green infrastructure bank could

the importance of national forests as sources of clean

finance more innovative projects with expected but

water for cities.46 These sources can be improved and

not necessarily guaranteed cash flows. It would also

protected through restoration. Investments in this

be governed federally, providing a single set of rules

field are growing, but utilities and organizations inter-

to stakeholders across the country and increasing

ested in restoration need better information on where

certainty in an emerging area. Furthermore, if run by

actions have the greatest impact in order to commit

financial experts within the U.S. Department of the

to financing. Improving the models and research to

Treasury, the bank could offer innovative financial

identify restoration sites that provide the greatest re-

structures, such as loan guarantees or subordinated

turn on investment for drinking water supplies would

positions, to attract private investors with reduced

help the Forest Service and affected communities use

risk. This way, the money would not need to be al-

their resources more effectively.

located or recouped, making Congress’ role easier.
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Create a rural resurgence
by unleashing forests’ full
economic potential
In a time of growing wealth inequality, modernizing the Forest Service presents
an enormous opportunity to help rebalance the U.S. economy—especially in rural
areas that have been left behind. It is not enough to promise more logging jobs, as
President Trump has; the timber market has largely gone global. Congress and the
Trump administration should instead invest in the outdoor economy. By investing
in the growing recreation economy, policymakers could create jobs in rural communities and beyond.
Overall, outdoor recreation generates $646 billion in consumer spending each
year and directly supports 6.1 million jobs.47 This is a resilient, thriving industry:
From 2005 to 2011, even during the Great Recession, the outdoor economy grew 5
percent annually.48 Indeed, Americans currently spend more on outdoor recreation
than they do on pharmaceuticals, automobiles and parts, or household utilities.49
National forests are some of the most valuable areas for outdoor recreation. These
lands attract more than 170 million people a year who hunt, fish, hike, camp, boat
or raft, ride horses, ski and snowboard, drive snowmobiles and all-terrain vehicles,
and engage in many other outdoor activities.50 Visitors spend an estimated $11
billion a year in communities within 50 miles of national forests, supporting more
than 143,000 jobs.51 Nearly 3 million Americans have forest-related jobs in fields
including forest management, outdoor recreation, and the forest products industry, according to the Forest Service.52 When compared with forestry and logging,
which employed less than 40,000 people in the United States in 2015, it is clear
that the future of America’s forests is broader than just harvesting board feet.53
Communities that serve as gateways for visitors to national forests and other public
lands are predominantly rural—and rural counties with federal lands or protected
federal lands consistently perform better economically in population, employment,
per capita income growth, and personal income than those without.54
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Thriving rural forest gateways
Northeast Minnesota: Each year hundreds of

Southwest Oregon: In five counties surrounding

thousands of visitors flock to the Superior National

Medford, Oregon, forest restoration activities have

Forest in and around Ely, Minnesota, home to the

created jobs at twice the rate of comparable invest-

Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness. Formerly

ments in coal and three times that of investments

reliant on the boom-and-bust cycles of the mining

in oil or natural gas.57 These restoration activities

industry, Ely now sits at the center of a sustain-

contributed between $97.3 million and $125.1

able $900 million tourism and recreation economy

million in economic output from 2000 to 2009.58

driven largely by the national forest that supports

Eighty percent of restoration investments have

55

17,000 jobs in northeast Minnesota. Ely’s thriving

remained in the local communities where projects

downtown features dozens of bustling outfitters

are located, which also spurs growth among rural

and retailers, restaurants, hotels and, increasingly,

Oregon businesses such as plant nurseries and

new businesses founded by entrepreneurs seeking

companies that supply heavy equipment or rock

proximity to world-class outdoor recreation in a

and gravel.59

resurgent rural community.56

President Trump and some members of Congress have promised to lift what they
characterize as restrictions on the timber industry in order to spur rural economic
growth. In particular, H.R. 3650 and H.R. 2316 would hand control over millions
of national forest acres to the states, with an explicit emphasis on timber production.60 But federal oversight ensures consideration of all economic, environmental,
and other factors—such as public input and recreation value—in forest management decision-making. Circumventing the federal environmental review process
and its robust requirements for public comment would limit citizens’ ability to
speak for themselves and narrow the focus on timber even further, leaving rural
communities even more vulnerable to the timber industry’s significant volatility.61
Instead, recreation favors sustainable, self-sufficient rural economies. Counties in
the West with more than 30 percent of their land under federal protection have
shown that they can increase jobs at a rate four times faster than counties with no
federal lands.62 Furthermore, by empowering small towns and cities to build their
own thriving economies around nearby public lands, most new revenue remains
in the community to build further local prosperity.
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In December, President Obama signed the Outdoor Recreation Jobs and
Economic Impact Act of 2016 into law, which directs the U.S. Bureau of Economic
Analysis to measure and analyze the full effects of the outdoor economy on the
U.S. economy.63 Significantly, the law was passed with unanimous bipartisan support in the Republican-controlled House and Senate.64
Creating an official set of measurements of the growing power of recreation
to contribute to a healthy economy is an important first step, but if the Trump
administration and Congress are serious about creating working-class jobs in
rural communities, they should go further in taking deliberate steps to leverage the recreation power of America’s forests so that the output benefits all
Americans. Possibilities include:
• Make it easier to get outdoors by passing legislation such as the Recreation Not
Red-Tape Act that reduces permit wait times, increases access to public lands—
with commonsense protections for especially sensitive landscapes—and overall
makes recreation a priority for public land use.65
• Support small businesses in the recreation economy by engaging local chambers of commerce and local governments to better promote existing ways to
effectively support successful small businesses in rural areas through the Small
Business Administration or the USDA Rural Development program.
• Protect public lands access for hunters and anglers by opposing the transfer of
federal lands to states that is being championed by some congressional leaders—a dangerous and irresponsible plan unpopular with hunting and fishing
advocates and a majority of Westerners, to name a few.
• Fully fund the Land and Water Conservation Fund, a highly successful program
that has helped strengthen national forests by protecting important habitats,
acquiring inholdings, and increasing access to public lands for sportsmen and
women. The program is based on a simple concept that a small portion of royalties from offshore oil and gas development should be invested in public lands and
outdoor recreation projects for all Americans. Despite Congress’ intent to invest
$900 million into the program every year, the actual funding has fallen woefully
short, leaving rural communities across the country with unmet needs.66
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Open new markets through
products sourced from
healthy forests
In the past few decades the timber market has gone global, just like almost
every other industry. The forest products trade balance entered the 1990s with
a surplus but deteriorated into a substantial deficit by the end of the decade.67
President Trump’s focus on simply bringing back timber jobs, therefore, is not
a long-term solution. Instead, Congress and the Trump administration should
incentivize innovative types of harvests here at home that help keep forests
healthy and producing multiple values for the American economy—specifically,
by supporting the development of new markets that will increase the economic
viability of sustainable harvests.
While building construction has conventionally depended on concrete and steel,
it could present an interesting new opportunity for a sustainable timber market.
According to the Green Building Council, the construction industry produces as
much as 39 percent of all carbon emissions in the United States.68 These emissions
are increasing as the economy continues to improve and development moves forward at a steady rate across the country. Clearly, industry leaders in building construction need sustainable solutions. Why not make tall buildings out of wood?
An emerging construction material called cross-laminated timber treats wood so
that it is stronger and more sustainable than traditional construction materials—
with the added benefit of being fire resistant as well.69 Interest in mass timber projects, or construction using cross-laminated timber, is growing among architects,
developers, and engineers. Mass timber is considered the vanguard of construction technology and it is already inspiring new cottage industries in a wide range
of fields related to building design and construction to support it.70
Even better, mass timber construction requires a byproduct of forest restoration activities—material otherwise considered low-value or even waste. Crosslaminated timber is made up of smaller pieces of “less-than-perfect wood”—such
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as the material removed when forests are thinned to promote ecosystem health
and reduce fire risk.71 When layered together in alternating directions, these pieces
combine to create a stronger product with a cross-hatching wood grain pattern.72
Restoration, of course, also promotes all kinds of other benefits, including reduced
fire risk and healthier watersheds.
If policymakers in the Trump administration and Congress were to encourage
businesses to thin national forests, rather than cut them down completely, and
make a profit by selling the resulting product, the timber market could pay for
restoration and all the additional values it brings. This could be done by providing a tax credit that only applies to the sale of trees smaller than a certain diameter
and other biomass used in mass timber construction. One timber industry source
expressed enthusiastic support for mass timber’s potential but also emphasized
the need to create incentives for the harvest of small-diameter trees.73
Mass timber construction projects also face a number of burdensome bureaucratic
hurdles at various levels of government. Policymakers should also take action to
ease building codes and support other policies that would pave a better path for
mass timber construction, making it an easier choice for developers.74
Fostering growth in this new market would put more people to work in the timber
industry and return forests to health. These jobs would emerge largely in rural
communities where a workforce could be mobilized for dual harvest and restoration activities. Currently, only one timber mill in the United States is certified
to make the kind of cross-laminated timber used in mass timber construction.
Increased demand could therefore create new factory jobs as well.75
Other forms of new forest products also warrant exploration—notably, the
advancement of the bio-based economy, including biomass, an energy source
created by burning wood to generate electricity or convert energy to liquid fuels
or gases.76 Biomass energy is not without controversy because of carbon dioxide
emissions, regional discrepancies in biomass availability, and high costs compared with other renewables, but it could provide another source of revenue for
America’s forests if requirements for sustainable harvest were enforced, leaving
forests healthy and absorbing even more carbon dioxide. Next-generation renewable fuels and bio-based technologies contribute $369 billion to the U.S. economy
each year and support 4 million jobs; investments in research and potential subsidies for producers could help build this part of the energy sector.77
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Former Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack took some steps to champion
innovation in forest products through programs such as the Forest Products
Laboratory. If Congress and the Trump administration aim to help industry gain
strength for the long term, they would be smart to give these programs more
concerted attention. The bottom line is that new timber jobs can be created in the
United States by fostering new markets for forest products that require thriving
ecosystems, while also gaining all the additional benefits of restoration.
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Infuse transparency and
local collaboration into
forest management
The headquarters of land management agencies, based in Washington, are not
well-equipped to make the best possible decisions at the local level. Moreover,
complex forest ecosystems are not bound by lines drawn on a map delineating federal owners from state or private ownership. A far greater emphasis on the grassroots level is needed in order to effectively manage forests for maximum benefit.
The Obama administration took serious steps to champion greater collaboration
on forest management at the grassroots level between the Forest Service and
farmers, ranchers and other private landowners, local governments, and other key
partners to make the most of the nation’s forests. But these programs need more
resources and the political will to permanently change the Forest Service role from
top-down manager to convener of many local stakeholders with the best technical
expertise and ground-level knowledge.78
The best example of this approach is the Regional Conservation Partnership
Program, or RCPP, created under the 2014 Farm Bill, which promotes collaboration among diverse groups of partners at the local level. This collaboration
provides proactive conservation assistance for private landowners and producers,
helping them derive greater value from their forests by keeping them intact. The
program acts as a force multiplier—not only championing more sophisticated
locally driven forest management strategies but expanding the financial pot as
well.79 The USDA has invested $1.2 billion into the RCPP over five years and has
asked partners to commit an equal amount, creating an overall $2.4 billion investment in this innovative approach.
Collaborative grassroots projects such as the RCPP work in ways that directly support the prosperity of the American people. Supported by $2.7 million from the
Forest Service, Blue Mountains Forest Partners is a forest collaborative in Grant
County, Oregon, comprised of elected officials, representatives from the forest
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products sector, local and regional conservation organizations, business owners,
landowners, and tribal and federal land management agencies. After a local logging
mill announced plans to close in 2012 due to lack of log supply in the Malheur
National Forest—an outcome that would have had devastating economic effects on
the community—the cooperative worked with the Forest Service, the mill’s owners, and Oregon elected officials and conservation groups to develop a coordinated
strategy to secure a sustainable supply of logs and keep the mill open.80
Positive, mutually-agreeable outcomes, repeated in several areas as this approach
has gained steam in recent years, show that flexible but goal-oriented collaboration
among stakeholders that understand local dynamics can ensure that a wide range of
priorities are met through the collaborative approach allowed through the RCPP.81
In the coming months and years, USDA leadership under the Trump administration would be smart to continue to expand investments in innovative programs
such as the RCPP that bring together public and private landowners and initiate
forest restoration initiatives that will make American lands more resilient, improve
the quality of life in rural communities, and spur local economies.
Congress can support this work by allocating more resources to the USDA and
the Forest Service for collaborative forest management, especially the Natural
Resources Conservation Service’s Conservation Innovation Grants, which support conservation on agricultural lands.82 Current budget levels will provide $25
million for these efforts, but far more is needed to effectively address pressing
natural resource concerns through this grassroots-oriented model.
The Forest Service should also take concerted steps to retrain its regional and local
workforce to refocus on customer service and citizen engagement—thereby institutionalizing a culture where supporting local communities is a top priority. In the
face of extremely low confidence in government, the Forest Service has a special
opportunity to engage proactively in a positive manner in rural communities.83
Through better public education, greater forest access, and collaborative management, the American public will become better informed about—and benefit
from—the enormous economic values driven by healthy forests.
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Find ways to be more efficient
and shift the U.S. Forest
Service’s approach
When President Obama announced his proposal to “reform, reorganize, and
consolidate” parts of the U.S. government in early 2012, he left a glaring omission:
the confounding split in the nation’s land management agencies.84 The majority of
America’s public lands are managed by the U.S. Department of the Interior, which
includes the U.S. National Park Service, the U.S. Bureau of Land Management, the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, among other supporting agencies that provide services related to public lands stewardship. Yet the
Forest Service, with a mission involving stewardship of taxpayer-owned forests, is
part of the USDA, which works primarily at the service of farmers and other private
landowners and producers. The dominance of timber among Forest Service priorities no doubt has been exacerbated because the USDA is so focused on serving the
interests of the agriculture industry, true to the department’s original purpose.
This structure curbs the Forest Service’s ability to adapt to a modern environment.
In the past few decades, as timber has increasingly become an international commodity, new urgent needs for forest productivity have emerged. Healthy forests
are increasingly valuable not only for their ability to foster clean water supplies
that can support a growing urban population but also for their ability to sequester
carbon, house disappearing species that are vital to ecosystems, and provide outdoor recreation opportunities that grow the booming recreation economy. All of
these gains, however, are under threat from U.S. forest policy that blindly prioritizes timber industry interests and allows devastating wildfires to proliferate under
an unsustainable budget structure—leaving all other forest benefits off the table.
Meanwhile, the Interior Department has honed significant expertise in managing
its stable of agencies adept at providing all kinds of value to taxpayers from public
lands: conservation, resource extraction, recreation, public health benefits, and
more. The Interior Department has also made strong strides toward methods to
better measure success in multiple areas, not just one antiquated measure such as
number of board feet per acre.
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It makes little sense that one cabinet department manages a national park while
another manages a national forest right next door. Wildlife does not know the
difference—and public landowners, state and local governments, businesses both
large and small, and other federal agencies are forced to interface with this complex web of federal responsibilities.
The Interior Department can also create immediate synergy through close proximity with other lands agencies, which would benefit the nation’s growing need
to plan overarching management objectives and strategies at the landscape level
first and then defer local management to local stakeholders. For example, huge
duplicity currently exists between the Interior Department and the Forest Service;
a single management structure and resource pool would assist with information
sharing, alignment of objectives, and many more benefits.
Having two completely separate entities for such similar land management work
is confusing and a bad use of taxpayer resources. A major corporation would never
tolerate such a glaring inefficiency. Transforming the Forest Service through the
kind of modernization called for in this report would be far easier if its place in the
organizational chart fell under the Interior Department.
In late January, reports surfaced that Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke had floated
this very proposal to Congress, where it was met with significant skepticism.85 He
appeared to reaffirm his intentions in an address to Interior Department employees a few weeks later.86
If the Trump administration is serious about making government work for
Americans and saving taxpayer money, the president and Congress should follow
Zinke’s advice and make the Forest Service part of the Interior Department. This
would be a difficult and politically charged reorganization effort. But bold action
could provide significant efficiencies, generating taxpayer savings over time and lessening appropriations needs, especially if the wildfire funding issue is fixed as well.
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Conclusion
U.S. forest policy has been consistently overlooked and forgotten by policymakers and the public. But that need not limit policymakers’ significant ability to
reform government and provide far greater value from forests than the nation
typically gets now.
The truth is that America’s forests are not living up to their full potential. Right
now, Americans are getting a bad deal from their 193 million acres. The good
news is that Congress has the power to change course and make it possible for the
country to derive a tremendous set of real values from national forests—and, by
extension, private and state forests as well.
It may not be easy. Modernizing U.S. forest policy will require a sharp eye for
fiscal responsibility; a willingness to make hard choices in the name of better
governance; an interest in drawing new streams of revenue from forests that will
put people to work in rural communities; and an ability to defer to people on the
ground who know the land best. It will require championing those who hunt, fish,
hike, and camp in national forests and help drive a $646 billion outdoor economy.
And it will also require some of the country’s best financial minds to think creatively about how to help forests energize new markets, attracting investment and
fostering industries that thrive when forests are healthy.
More than anything else, though, modernization of U.S. forest policy will require
a major shift in how policymakers and the public view success. Healthy forests
produce far greater benefits to the American economy than struggling forests
damaged by low expectations and lack of vision. Therefore, success in modern forest management must be defined through the sharp lens of forest restoration—the
root of every benefit contained in this paper’s proposals, if adopted. The nation
can no longer allow timber dominance to sap its ability to deliver real value from
forests to American taxpayers.
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To redefine success, the government will need a new system for measuring the
additional types of value that forests can deliver beyond timber production. Some
of those values—such as attracting new investment in watershed infrastructure,
more abundant clean water, preventing catastrophic wildfires, or putting people
to work in the recreation economy—can be defined in relatively clear economic
terms. Others—such as conserving wildlife habitat, sequestering carbon, or creating a more collaborative, grassroots-oriented model of forest management—are
not so easy to quantify.
Congress should instruct the Department of Agriculture to prepare new analysis that will instruct how these values can best be measured, benchmarked over
time, and communicated effectively to the public. Once this analysis is complete,
Congress should then rewrite the Forest Service budget to account for each new
value in addition to timber production. Reforming the budget itself would provide
certainty to bureaucrats and create strong accountability for the implementation
of a modern set of forest priorities.
These proposals leave much more to consider, but they can provide a strong
starting point for members of Congress and officials in the Trump administration
eager to give the American people a better deal. Forestry is an ancient endeavor,
but the United States need not stay mired in the past when there is so much
potential in the future.
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